Rare Earth

Marc Royce stares out of the helicopter, a sense of foreboding rising with the volcanic cloud.
Below, the Rift Valley slashes across Africa like a scar. Decades of conflicts, droughts, and
natural disasters have left their mark. Dispatched to audit a relief organization, Royce is thrust
into the squalor and chaos of Kenyan refugee camps. But his true mission focuses on the
areaâ€™s reserves of once-obscure minerals now indispensable to high-tech industries. These
strategic elements ? called rare earths ? have inflamed tensions on the worldâ€™s stage and
stoked tribal rivalries. As Royce prepares to report back to Washington, he seizes on a bold
and risky venture for restoring justice to this troubled land. But this time, Royce may have
gone too far.
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Rare earth may refer to: Rare-earth elements, a group of elements on the periodic table;
Rare-earth mineral, a mineral substantively composed of these. Most of us use rare earth
elements every day â€“ without knowing it. These little- known and fascinating elements make
modern electronics. Canadian astronaut Col. Chris Hadfield is a man of many firsts. He was
the first Canadian to operate the Canadarm, walk in space, and command the Internation .
Rare Earth Elements (REE) are becoming increasingly important in electronic devices used in
the defense, alternative energy, and communications industries. Now available is the new Rare
Earth Live CD. Listen Now Â· Watch the Video again. If you are interested in booking Rare
Earth for an event, please click on the . A guide to the use of some rare earth elements, which
have become the subject of a trade dispute between China and the US, EU and Japan.
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